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Make your space work®
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CHECK OUT 

WEST HILL ON 
HON.COM

Shown with Scramble™ tables. 

Challenges and opportunities are everywhere. So why 

not explore them away from your desk? West Hill is your 

passport to freedom, comfort, and connection. Complete 

with a variety of elegant seating configurations and 

luxurious fabrics and finishes, this casual lounge collection 

offers soft support and sophisticated design in shared 

environments. Meaningful engagement and relaxed 

productivity have never felt or looked better.

Change your 
perspective 
for the 
better.
Make Your Space Exceptional
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With an impressive combination of warm 

residential appeal, commercial endurance, and 

thoughtful customization options, West Hill 

is as versatile as it is functional. Rich textures 

and stunning colors can create a cohesive—or 

eclectic—aesthetic throughout the office, while 

adding an ottoman or a corner piece offers 

creative configuration options throughout any 

collaborative space.

Shown with Scramble table.

Style, Meet Substance
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Combined with complementary HON surfaces and accessories, West Hill provides an inviting oasis that 

encourages you to get away from the status quo while staying focused on the task at hand. Whether 

you’re meeting with a client, having a casual touchdown meeting with the team, or simply need some 

breathing room, the West Hill collection inspires individuality while maintaining easy collaboration. 

Shown with Scramble tables.

An Instant Upgrade
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Connecting with people in real time has never been 

more vital to happiness and success in the workplace. 

Employees have embraced a hybrid, more relaxed 

approach to collaboration and heads-down focus. 

West Hill was designed to bring people together—or 

support them individually—in spaces that remind them 

of the comforts and familiarities of home. 

A Casual Collection for 
the Changing World

Shown with Scramble table.
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Shown with Scramble table.

True Corner
Model HWH1TCS

True Corner
Model HWH1TCPCF

Single Seat 
Model HWH1SS

Single Seat
Model HWH1SPCF

Ottoman
Model HWH1C

Two Seat
Model HWH2SS

Two Seat
Model HWH2SPCF

Three Seat
Model HWH3SS

Three Seat
Model HWH3SPCF

Pillow Cushion (Shown in contrasting fabric)

Statement of Line

Standard Cushion (Shown in standard fabric)
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For more information, visit hon.com/westhillSee HON Pricer for complete product information.

In collaboration with HON, the QDesign team of Tim 
Buchenberger and Rick Joutras created seating scaled  
not only for comfort but also for ease of space planning.  
“Our goal is to create meaningful pieces that enrich the  
user experience, ” says Joutras. As a result, West Hill is  
soft but structured, with “lived-in” details that feel at  
home anywhere in the modern office.

The HON Company
Muscatine, IA 52761

800.833.3964 | Check out hon.com

© 2023 The HON Company. Form No. H5923 (12/23) 
To view the registered and unregistered trademarks 

owned and used by The HON Company, visit  
hon.com/protected-marks. Models, upholstery 

and finishes are subject to change without notice.

Make your space work®

Features

Tim Buchenberger Rick Joutras

Pillow Cushions Throw PillowsContrasting Fabric Power ModulesStandard Cushions

West Hill Casual Lounge 
Rich upholstery detail is West Hill‘s calling card. The tuxedo design lends itself to both a 
transitional and casual aesthetic while providing many optional features.

The Pillow Back option 
has a casual aesthetic 
and allows you to lean 
back with ease.

The square, welted cushion 
of the Standard Back 
creates a contemporary 
look while providing 
supportive comfort.

Available in a Square or 
Lumbar version, adding 
throw pillows offers extra 
comfort and a pop of 
personality.

The Contrasting Fabric 
option allows you to select 
up to three fabrics—specify 
a different color or pattern 
for the frame, seat, and 
back cushions.

Get connected—add a 
power module to plug in 
and power up.

Leg Finishes

Cone Wood Leg

Textured
Titanium

Textured
Charcoal

Metal Leg 

Natural 
Recon

Kingswood 
Walnut

Phantom 
Ecru

Natural 
Maple

Pinnacle

Lowell Ash

Portico 
Teak

Skyline 
Walnut

Florence 
Walnut

Sterling 
Ash


